
depth and accuracy of information.Stress also that the images,videos,and sounds that are
used in the document should help viewers understand the presentation and not serve as
extraneous special effects. You can certainly include appearance and ease of use in your
evaluation,but these should not be the major criteria in a science class.See Chapter 9 for
further information on how to use rubrics.

To help students learn how to make presentations look good without sacrificing con-
tent, you might enlist the help of a peer.The technology teacher could teach about Web
design, for example, model how to make a professional-looking page, and grade students
on the design of their projects.

The art teacher could teach about color and aesthetics.Do Portfolio Activity 5.9 now
to explore the value of having students create multimedia documents.

Digital Cameras
Students can use digital cameras as data collection tools.For instance, if students are in-
vestigating the growth of bean plants, they can take digital images in addition to taking
written descriptions and measurements of their plants. Students can take their digital
cameras on stream walks to make visual records of what they see.One of the advantages
of using digital photography instead of conventional cameras is the great ease of inte-
grating the images into multimedia documents (Rivet & Schneider, 2001).

Hi-ce’s Go and Tell application for the Palm allows students to use the Palm and the
Palm’s digital camera as a camera and an annotation tool to create multimedia products.
Students can take a picture and then annotate their image on the Palm. Back in the class-
room, students can easily upload their files to a computer, and the Go and Tell applica-
tion will create a Web page with the students’ images and annotations.

Portfolio Activity 5.9
THE VALUE OF CREATING 
MULTIMEDIA DOCUMENTS

Materials Needed:
• PowerPoint, HyperStudio, or ClarisWorks
• Computer lab

A. Using a multimedia program, such as Hyperstudio,
create a multimedia document. Create a document
about a topic of interest to you (such as a science
topic, a hobby, or a sport) or a document that records
your development as a teacher. If you choose to docu-
ment your development as a teacher, you could in-
clude your philosophy of teaching, video clips of your
teaching, commentary on your teaching (critiques), re-
flections on becoming a teacher, examples of your
planning documents, commentary on your teaching
plans, and perhaps some comments from your cooper-
ating teachers or students you are teaching. You

might want to focus on just one area of teaching (a
theme), such as how you created an environment that
fosters inquiry or how you promote student collabora-
tion; however, you might choose to document and
comment on several areas of your teaching.

B. Your multimedia document should include the
following components:
• an introduction that describes your multimedia

document,
• written or oral commentary about your video clips,
• sound (a recording, a purposefully selected sound

effect or music),
• a picture (scanned from a conventional photo or a

digital photo), and
• a graph or table.
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